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No psychobabble, no self-help clichés, no touchy-feely theories. Whether you're striving to get ahead in business or sports, 10-Minute Toughness is the simple and effective mental-training program to help you make the most of what you've got and give you the extra push you need to go the distance. You'll find the competitive edge you have been looking for in this power-packed guide.

Sport psychology consultant Jason Selk offers his potent three-step program to getting focused and staying on target, using just ten minutes of practice per day. He explains exactly what to do and how to do it, coaching you step by step as you learn how to:

	Develop a specifically tailored mental workout to increase ability and consistency under pressure    
	Clear mental clutter and improve your competitive focus    
	Systematically enhance your work ethic    
	Use an effective goal-setting program to achieve solid results daily    
	Create a relentless solution-focused approach to overcome any obstacle


Selk has provided unbeatable mental coaching for numerous All-Star professional baseball players, Pro Bowl football players, Hall of Fame coaches, Olympic gold medalists, and other elite athletes, along with the corporate teams of many Fortune 500 companies. He even motivated the St. Louis Cardinals to victory in the 2006 World Series. Now, in 10-Minute Toughness, he makes his scientifically proven routines widely available for the first time. Packed with practical tools, tips, exercises, and activities, it is your complete guide for taking control of your success and beating your opponents-before the competition even gets going.

About the Author

Jason Selk is the director of sport psychology for the St. Louis Cardinals. He is also the director and owner of Enhanced Performance Inc., which can be found on the Web at www.enhancedperformanceinc.com. He lives in St. Louis, Missouri.
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MORE Electronic Gadgets for the Evil Genius: 40 NEW Build-it-Yourself ProjectsMcGraw-Hill, 2005
This much anticipated follow-up to the wildly popular cultclassic Electronic Gadgets for the Evil Genius gives basement experimenters 40 all-new projects to tinker with. Following the tried-and-true Evil Genius Series format, each project includes a detailed list of materials, sources for parts, schematics, documentation, and lots of clear,...
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Applications = Code + Markup: A Guide to the Microsoft  Windows  Presentation FoundationMicrosoft Press, 2006
In this book, Windows programming legend Charles Petzold covers in parallel the two interfaces that make up the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). From the outset, the reader can shift focus seamlessly between Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML) and C# to see them as flip sides of the same processes. Beginning in the first chapter,...
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Learning System Center App ControllerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, implement, and manage System Center App Controller


	About This Book

	
		Manage application services using System center App controller
	
		Move Virtual Machines from on-premises to Microsoft Azure Cloud, Managing Private Cloud, and Public Microsoft Azure Cloud
	
		Step-by-step...
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Director in a Nutshell (Nutshell Handbook)O'Reilly, 1999
Macromedia Director 6 is the premier authoring tool for delivering  interactive content on both the Internet and the desktop. It is the  dominant multimedia package for Windows 95/NT, Windows 3.1, and the  Macintosh. A quarter million developers use Director(R) to incorporate  animation and audio into dynamic Web pages, and to create engaging...
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Algebraic Aspects of the Advanced Encryption Standard (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2006
The Belgian block cipher Rijndael was chosen in 2000 by the U.S. government’s National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to be the successor to the Data Encryption Standard. Rijndael was subsequently standardized as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), which is potentially the world’s most important block cipher. In...
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Bridging the Culture Gap: A Practical Guide to International Business CommunicationKogan Page, 2004
As globalization gathers momentum, contact between business people from other countries is becoming more frequent. The more national boundaries a company crosses, the greater the scope for misunderstanding and conflict. To succeed internationally, it is essential to be able to break the barriers of culture, language, and set patterns of...
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